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ABSTRACT—Byzantine fault-tolerant causal ordering of messages is useful to many applications. Causal ordering requires a property that we term strong safety and liveness. In this paper, we use execution histories to prove that it is impossible to solve causal ordering — strong safety and liveness — in a deterministic manner for unicasts, multicasts, and broadcasts in an asynchronous system with one or more Byzantine processes. We also define a weaker version of strong safety termed weak safety. We prove that it is impossible to solve causal ordering — weak safety and liveness — in a deterministic manner for unicasts and multicasts, in an asynchronous system with one or more Byzantine processes. In view of these impossibility results, we propose the Sender-Inhibition algorithm and the Channel Sync algorithm to provide causal ordering — weak safety and liveness — of unicasts under the Byzantine failure model in synchronous systems, which have a known upper bound on message latency. The algorithms operate under the synchronous system model, but are inherently asynchronous and offer a high degree of concurrency as lock-step communication is not assumed. The two algorithms provide different trade-offs. We also indicate how the algorithms can be extended to multicasts.

INDEX TERMS—Byzantine fault-tolerance, causal order, multicast, broadcast, asynchronous system.

I. INTRODUCTION

CAUSALITY provides important application-level semantics to distributed programs. Causality is defined by the happens before [1] relation on the set of events, and by extension, on the set of messages. If message \( m_1 \) causally precedes \( m_2 \) and both are sent to \( p_i \), then \( m_2 \) cannot be delivered before \( m_1 \) at \( p_i \) to enforce causal order [2]. This property is the **strong safety** property of causal ordering. An additional property is **liveness** which requires that a message from a correct process to another correct process is eventually delivered. Causal ordering ensures that causally related updates to data occur in a valid manner respecting that causal relation. Applications of causal ordering include distributed data stores, fair resource allocation, and collaborative applications such as multiplayer online gaming, social networks, event notification systems, group editing of documents, and distributed virtual environments.

It is important to solve causal ordering under the Byzantine failure model because it mirrors the real world. Byzantine-tolerant causal ordering of broadcasts was studied in [3]. Byzantine-tolerant causal ordering for unicasts or multicasts has not been considered besides the recent analysis in [4], [5], [6].

CONTRIBUTIONS:

1) We prove using execution histories that causal ordering — strong safety and liveness — of unicasts, multicasts, and broadcasts using a deterministic algorithm in an asynchronous system with even one Byzantine process is impossible. We provide a weakening of strong safety that we term weak safety. Weak safety requires that if \( m_1 \) causally precedes \( m_2 \) and there is a causal path from the send event of \( m_1 \) to the send event of \( m_2 \) passing through only correct processes in the execution, then \( m_2 \) should not be delivered before \( m_1 \) at all common destinations of \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \). We prove that it is impossible to provide causal ordering — weak safety and liveness — of unicasts and multicasts using a deterministic algorithm in an asynchronous system with even one Byzantine process. All the above results are disallowing cryptography. We then prove that even with cryptography, it is impossible to provide strong safety and liveness in a deterministic manner for unicasts, multicasts, and broadcasts in a Byzantine failure prone system. However, we can provide weak safety and liveness in a deterministic manner with the help of cryptography.

2) The above results are tabulated in Table I. A main contribution in the results’ proofs is to show a reduction from the consensus problem to the causal ordering problem, thus establishing the impossibility of solving causal ordering. In Section VII, we prove that causal ordering does not reduce to consensus, i.e., causal ordering cannot be solved even if consensus were solvable and hence causal ordering is harder than consensus.

3) In view of the above impossibility results for asynchronous systems, we show that a deterministic cryptography-free solution for weak safety and liveness for unicasts can be designed in a synchronous system. The strengthening is in the form of a known upper bound \( \delta \) on message latency, and also a known upper bound \( \psi \) on the relative speeds of processors. Specifically, we propose two algorithms.

a) We propose the Sender-Inhibition algorithm for weak safety and liveness of unicasts. The algorithm is simple to understand and implement. However send events at a process are blocking with respect to each other. This means that a process can initiate a message send only after the previous message it sent has been received at
the destination. The algorithm eliminates the $O(n^2)$ message space and time overhead of [2], [7], [8], [9], [10], where $n$ is the number of processes in the system, and uses one control message of size $O(1)$ per application message sent.

b) We propose the Channel Sync algorithm for Byzantine-tolerant causal ordering of unicasts in a synchronous system. This algorithm allows complete concurrency in the execution. The implementation uses $n$ queues per process. We prove the correctness of the algorithm and bound the time a message can spend in a queue, despite the presence of Byzantine processes in the system.

We also indicate how the Sender-Inhibition algorithm and the Channel Sync algorithm can be extended for multicasts.

Table II tabulates the main acronyms and notations used.

The Sender-Inhibition algorithm is based on [5], and the Channel Sync algorithm is based on [6]. Some portions of the solvability results are based on [6]. This paper has been greatly expanded, it has fully reworked proofs for the solvability results without cryptography, and the solvability results, theorems, and proofs using cryptography are entirely new. The result that causal ordering does not reduce to consensus is also entirely new.

**Roadmap:** Section II reviews related work. Section III gives the system model. Section IV gives the main results about the solvability of Byzantine causal unicast, multicast, and broadcast in a deterministic manner in an asynchronous system. We
consider both cases – without cryptography and with cryptography. For a synchronous system where there is a known upper bound on the message latency, Sections V and VI present the Sender-Inhibition algorithm and the Channel Sync algorithm for solving Byzantine causal unicast – weak safety and liveness – in a deterministic cryptography-free manner. The correctness proofs are also given. Section VII gives a discussion and Section VIII concludes.

II. RELATED WORK

Algorithms for causal ordering of unicast messages in an asynchronous setting under a fault-free model have been proposed, e.g., in [9], [11]. Algorithms for causal ordering of point-to-point messages in real-time applications have been proposed in [12], [13]. Algorithms for causal multicasts in a failure-free setting are given in [7], [8]. The above algorithms append control information to application messages. The algorithm in [14] for the same setting does broadcast via flooding on a overlay topology and no control information is used.

There has been some work on causal broadcasts under various failure models. Causal ordering of broadcast messages under crash failures in asynchronous systems was introduced in [2]. This algorithm required each message to carry the entire set of messages in its causal past as control information. The algorithm presented in [15] implements crash fault-tolerant causal broadcast in asynchronous systems with a focus on optimizing the amount of control information piggybacked on each message. An algorithm for causally ordering broadcast messages – providing only weak safety and liveness – in an asynchronous system with Byzantine failures is proposed in [3]. The feasibility of solving Byzantine causal order for unicasts, multicasts, and broadcasts was analyzed in [4]. Previously, a probabilistic algorithm based on atomic (total order) broadcast and cryptography for secure causal atomic broadcast (liveness and strong safety) in an asynchronous system was proposed [16]. This logic used acknowledgements and effectively processed the atomic broadcasts serially. More recently for the client-server configuration, two protocols for crash failures and a third for Byzantine failure of clients based on cryptography were proposed for secure causal atomic broadcast [17]. The third made assumptions on latency of messages, and hence works only in a synchronous system.

Recently there has been some work on the related problem of implementing Byzantine-tolerant causal consistency in distributed shared memory and replicated databases [18], [19], [20]; these approaches relied on broadcast communication. In [18], Byzantine Reliable Broadcast (BRB) [21] is used to remove misinformation induced by the combination of asynchrony and Byzantine behaviour. In [19], PBFT (total order broadcast) [22] is used to achieve consensus among non-Byzantine servers regarding the order of client requests. In [20], Byzantine causal broadcast has been used to implement Byzantine eventual consistency.

To the best of our knowledge, no paper has considered, analyzed, or attempted to solve causal ordering of unicasts and multicasts in a deterministic manner in an asynchronous system with Byzantine failures, besides our analysis of solvability [4].

III. SYSTEM MODEL

This paper deals with a distributed system having Byzantine processes which are processes that can misbehave [23], [24]. A correct process behaves exactly as specified by the algorithm whereas a Byzantine process may exhibit arbitrary behaviour including crashing at any point during the execution. A Byzantine process cannot impersonate another process or spawn new processes.

The distributed system is modelled as an undirected graph \( G = (P, C) \). Here \( P \) is the set of processes communicating asynchronously in the distributed system. Let \( n \) be \( |P| \). \( C \) is the set of FIFO (logical) communication links over which processes communicate by message passing. The communication links are reliable implying messages cannot get lost or be duplicated, and communication is authenticated. \( G \) is a complete graph.

While stating and proving our solvability results, the system is assumed to be asynchronous, i.e., there is no fixed upper bound \( \delta \) on the message latency, nor any fixed upper bound \( \psi \) on the relative speeds of processors [25]. In contrast, a synchronous system has been defined as one in which both \( \delta \) and \( \psi \) exist and are known [25]. As solving causal ordering is impossible in most circumstances (summarized in Table I), we give two deterministic cryptography-free algorithms for weak safety and liveness for a system where \( \delta \) is known and used by the algorithms; the algorithms rely on timeouts which can use knowledge of \( \psi \) for accuracy. Thus, it can be said that the algorithms assume a synchronous system.

Let \( e_x^i \), where \( x \geq 1 \), denote the \( x \)-th event executed by process \( p_i \). An event may be an internal event, a message send event, or a message receive event. Let the state of \( p_i \) after \( e_x^i \) be denoted \( s_x^i \), where \( x \geq 1 \), and let \( s_0^i \) be the initial state. The execution at \( p_i \) is the sequence of alternating events and resulting states, as \( \langle s_0^i, e_1^i, s_1^i, e_1^i, s_2^i, s_2^i \ldots \rangle \). The execution history at \( p_i \) is the finite execution at \( p_i \) up to the current or most recent or specified local state. The happens before [1] relation, denoted \( \rightarrow \), is an irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive partial order defined over events in a distributed execution that is used to define causality.

Definition 1: The happens before relation on events consists of the following rules:

1) Program Order: For the sequence of events \( \langle e_1^i, e_2^i, \ldots \rangle \) executed by process \( p_i \), \( \forall j, k \) such that \( j < k \) we have \( e_j^i \rightarrow e_k^i \).

2) Message Order: If event \( e^i \) is a message send event executed at process \( p_i \) and \( e^j \) is the corresponding message receive event at process \( p_j \), then \( e^i \rightarrow e^j \).

3) Transitive Order: If \( e \rightarrow e' \land e' \rightarrow e'' \) then \( e \rightarrow e'' \).

Next, we define the partial order happens before relation \( \rightarrow \) on the set of all application-level messages \( R \).

Definition 2: The happens before relation \( \rightarrow \) on messages in \( R \) consists of the following rules:

1) If \( p_k \) sent or delivered message \( m \) before sending message \( m' \), then \( m \rightarrow m' \).

2) If \( m \rightarrow m' \) and \( m'' \rightarrow m \), then \( m \rightarrow m'' \).

Definition 3: The causal past of message \( m \) is denoted as \( CP(m) \) and defined as the set of messages in \( R \) that causally precede message \( m \) under \( \rightarrow \).
We require an extension of the happens before relation on messages to accommodate the possibility of Byzantine behaviour. We present a partial order on messages called Byzantine happens before, denoted as $B\rightarrow$, defined on $S$, the set of all application-level messages that are both sent by and delivered at correct processes in $P$.

**Definition 4:** The Byzantine happens before relation $B\rightarrow$ on messages in $S$ consists of the following rules:
1. If $p_i$ is a correct process and $p_i$ sent or delivered message $m$ (to/from another correct process) before sending message $m'$ to a correct process, then $m \overset{B\rightarrow}{\rightarrow} m'$.
2. If $m \overset{B}{\rightarrow} m'$ and $m' \overset{B\rightarrow}{\rightarrow} m''$, then $m \overset{B\rightarrow}{\rightarrow} m''$.

The Byzantine causal past of a message is defined as follows:

**Definition 5:** The Byzantine causal past of message $m$, denoted as $BCP(m)$, is defined as the set of messages in $S$ that causally precede message $m$ under $B\rightarrow$.

We consider three possible modes of communication: multicast, unicast, and broadcast. Though well-understood, we define these next in the context of Byzantine fault-tolerance. In a multicast, a message is sent to a subset of processes forming a process group $G$. Different multicast send events can send to different process groups. In unicast, the process group consists of a single destination process. In broadcast, $G$ is the set of all processes. In a multicast/unicast/broadcast, a message $m$ is sent at a send event using $send(m, G)$, $send(m, \{p_i\})$, $send(m, P)$, respectively, and is delivered at a receive event via $deliver(m)$.

**Definition 6:** Byzantine Reliable Multicast (BRM) to group $G$ satisfies the following properties:
1. (Validity:) If a correct process $p_i$ delivers message $m$ from $sender(m)$ sent to group $G$, then $sender(m)$ must have executed $send(m, G)$ and $p_i \in G$.
2. (Self-delivery:) If a correct process executes $send(m, G)$, then it eventually delivers $m$.
3. (Agreement:) If a correct process delivers a message $m$ from a possibly faulty process, then all correct processes in $G$ will eventually deliver $m$.
4. (Integrity:) For any message $m$, a correct process $p_i$ delivers $m$ at most once.
5. (No Information Leakage:) No process outside the group $G$ sees the content of $m$.

**Definition 7:** Byzantine Reliable Unicast (BRU) to $p_i$ satisfies the following properties:
1. (Validity:) If a correct process $p_i$ delivers message $m$ from $sender(m)$, then $sender(m)$ must have executed $send(m, \{p_i\})$.
2. (Delivery:) If a correct process executes $send(m, \{p_i\})$ and $p_i$ is a correct process, then $p_i$ eventually executes $deliver(m)$.
3. (Integrity:) For any message $m$, a correct process $p_i$ delivers $m$ at most once.
4. (No Information Leakage:) No process besides the sender and receiver of $m$ sees the content of $m$.

**Definition 8:** Byzantine-tolerant Reliable Broadcast (BRB) provides the following guarantees [21], [26]:
1. (Validity:) If a correct process delivers a message $m$ from $sender(m)$, then $sender(m)$ must have executed $send(m, P)$.
2. (Self-delivery:) If a correct process executes $send(m, P)$, then it eventually delivers $m$.
3. (Agreement:) If a correct process delivers a message $m$ from a possibly faulty process, then all correct processes eventually deliver $m$.
4. (Integrity:) For any message $m$, a correct process delivers $m$ at most once.

It can be seen from the above three definitions that BRU and BRB are special cases of BRM. As a unicast has a single destination, the Agreement property of BRM goes away in BRU. As the destination set of a broadcast is the set of all processes, the No Information Leakage property of BRM goes away in BRB.

As Byzantine causal multicast/unicast/broadcast is an application layer property, it runs on top of the Byzantine Reliable Multicast (BRM)/ Unicast (BRU)/ Broadcast (BRB) communication layer below. Byzantine Causal Multicast (BCM)/ Unicast (BCU)/ Broadcast (BCB) is invoked as $send(m, G)$/ $send(m, \{p_i\})$/ $send(m, P)$ which in turn invokes $BCP(m)$/ $BCP(m', \{p_i\})$/ $BCP(m', P)$ to the BRM/ BRU/ BRB layer below. Here, $m'$ is $m$ plus some control information appended by the BCM/ BCU/ BCB layer. A deliver($m'$) from the BRM/ BRU/ BRB layer below is given to the BCM/ BCU/ BCB layer which delivers the message $m$ to the application via deliver($m$) after the processing in that layer.

The correctness of Byzantine causal order unicast/multicast/broadcast is specified on $(R, \rightarrow)$ and $(S, B\rightarrow)$. BCM/ BCU/ BCB needs to satisfy properties that are the counterparts of the properties in Definitions 6, 7, 8, respectively. In addition to these properties safety and liveness need to be satisfied as follows.

**Definition 9:** A causal ordering algorithm for unicast/multicast/broadcast messages must ensure the following:
1. **Strong Safety:** $\forall m' \in CPM(m)$ such that $m'$ and $m$ are sent to the same (correct) process, no correct process delivers $m$ before $m'$.
2. **Liveness:** Each message sent by a correct process to another correct process will be eventually delivered.

**Definition 10:** A causal ordering algorithm for unicast/multicast/broadcast messages must ensure the following:
1. **Weak Safety:** $\forall m' \in BCP(m)$ such that $m'$ and $m$ are sent to the same (correct) process, no correct process delivers $m$ before $m'$.
2. **Liveness:** Each message sent by a correct process to another correct process will be eventually delivered.

The goal is to satisfy both properties in the above definitions. A trivial but unacceptable solution to satisfy strong safety, but no liveness, is to never deliver a message. Likewise, a trivial but unacceptable solution to satisfy liveness, but no strong safety, is to simply deliver any message that is received. Ruling out such trivial but unacceptable solutions, in the sequel when we say that neither safety nor liveness can be guaranteed, or say that one of the two properties but not the other can be guaranteed, we mean using a non-trivial algorithm that attempts to satisfy both properties.
While we have given the formal definitions of BRM, BRU, BRB, and BCM, BCU, BCB in terms of the same send and deliver primitives, in the sequel the context will be well-identifed. Further, in our solvability results for BCM/ BCU/ BCB, we consider only the strong safety or weak safety, and liveness properties. The Validity, Self-delivery, Agreement, Integrity, No Information Leakage properties at the application layer follow straightforwardly from these properties at the communication layer below and are orthogonal to our study.

When \( m \overset{B}{\rightarrow} m' \), then all processes that sent messages along the causal chain from \( m \) to \( m' \) are correct processes. This definition is different from \( m \rightarrow_M m' \) [3], where \( M \) was defined as the set of all application-level messages delivered at correct processes, and \( MCP(m') \) could be defined as the set of messages in \( M \) that causally precede \( m' \). When \( m \rightarrow_M m' \), then all processes, except the first, that sent messages along the causal chain from \( m \) to \( m' \) are correct processes. Our definition of \( E \) (Definition 4) allows for the purest notion of safety – weak safety (Definition 10) – that can be guaranteed to hold under unicasts and multicasts. The equivalent safety definition, that could be defined on MCP instead of BCP, would not be guaranteed under unicasts and multicasts, but is satisfied under broadcasts [3]. Our definition of \( B \) and \( \rightarrow_M \) [3] both make the assumption that from the second to the last process that send messages along the causal chain from \( m \) to \( m' \), are correct processes.

IV. SOLVABILITY RESULTS

A. Strong Safety and Liveness without Cryptography

An algorithm to solve causal ordering collects the execution history of each process in the system and derives causal relations from it. Let \( E_i \) denote the (actual) execution history at \( p_i \), and let \( E = \bigcup_i \{ E_i \} \). For any causal ordering algorithm, let \( F \) be the execution history at \( p_i \) as collected by the algorithm and let \( F = \bigcup_i \{ F_i \} \). \( F \) thus denotes the execution history as collected by the algorithm. Let \( M(E) \) and \( M(F) \) denote the messages sent and/or received in \( E \) and sent and/or received in \( F \), respectively. \( p_r \) is a correct process which receives \( m_2 \in M(E) \) such that \( m_1 \in M(E) \cup M(F) \) is a message sent to \( p_r \), but \( m_1 \) need not have reached \( p_r \) yet, it may belong to \( M(F) \setminus M(E) \). When \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_E \) and \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_F \) be the evaluation (1 or 0) of \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \) using \( E \) and \( F \), respectively.

When correct process \( p_r \) receives \( m_2 \), it needs to correctly determine whether to deliver \( m_2 \) before a message \( m_1 \) or to wait for \( m_1 \) before delivery of \( m_2 \). To formulate this, we rephrase the causal ordering problem (Definition 9) as \( CO(E, F, m_2) \) as follows.

**Definition 11**: The causal ordering problem \( CO(E, F, m_2) \) for a message \( m_2 \) received by a correct process \( p_r \) is to devise an algorithm to collect the execution history \( E \) as \( F \) at \( p_r \) such that \( CO_\text{Deliv}(m_2) = 1 \), where

\[
CO_\text{Deliv}(m_2) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \forall m_1, m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_E = m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_F \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\( CO_\text{Deliv}(m_2) \) returns 1 iff \( \forall m_1, m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_E = m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_F \). When 1 is returned, the algorithm output matches the actual truth and solves \( CO \) correctly. Thus, returning 1 indicates that the problem has been solved correctly by the algorithm using \( F \). 0 is returned if either

1) \( \exists m_1 \) such that \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_E = 1 \) and \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_F = 0 \), denoting a strong safety violation because \( p_r \) will not wait for \( m_1 \) before delivery of \( m_2 \), or

2) \( \exists m_1 \) such that \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_E = 0 \) and \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_F = 1 \), denoting a liveness violation because \( p_r \) may continue waiting indefinitely for a fake \( m_1 \) to arrive before delivering the arrived \( m_2 \).

To determine whether \( CO \) is solved correctly, we have to evaluate \( \forall m_1, m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_E = m_1 \rightarrow m_2 |_F \) even if \( m_1 \in (M(E) \cup M(F)) \setminus M(E) \) because such an \( m_1 \) is recorded by the algorithm as part of \( F \). The key observation we make is that in \( CO \), a single Byzantine process \( p_b \) can cause \( F \) (as recorded by the algorithm) to be different from \( E \). This is not just a mismatch between \( E_b \) and \( F_b \) at \( p_b \) but also at other processes, and also a mismatch between other \( E_a \) and \( F_a \) at processes \( p_r \), by contaminating \( E_b \) and/or \( F_a \) via direct and transitive message passing (across different messages) originated at or passing through \( p_b \).

Our results relate causal ordering to the Consensus problem [23], [24], defined as follows.

**Definition 12**: In the Consensus problem, each process has an initial value and all correct processes must agree on a single value. The solution needs to satisfy the following three conditions.

1) Agreement: All non-faulty processes must agree on the same single value.

2) Validity: If all non-faulty processes have the same initial value, then the agreed-on value by all the non-faulty processes must be that same value.

3) Termination: Each non-faulty process must eventually decide on a value.

**Theorem 1**: It is impossible to solve causal ordering (Definition 9) as specified by \( CO(E, F, m_2) \) of unicast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes as neither strong safety nor liveness is guaranteed.

**Proof**: We prove the impossibility of solving the \( CO \) problem by showing:

1) a reduction (denoted \( \leq \)) from Black_Box to CO, where Black_Box is defined below,

2) a reduction from the Consensus problem (which by the FLP result [27] is unsolvable in the presence of a single Byzantine process) to the Black_Box problem.

Specifically, we show how Consensus can be solved by solving Black_Box, and how Black_Box can be solved by solving CO. If CO were solvable, Black_Box would be solvable, and then Consensus would also be solvable. That contradicts the unsolvability of Consensus. Hence, there cannot exist any algorithm to solve CO.

Black_Box(\( \overline{V}, E, F, m_2 \)) takes as input a vector \( \overline{V} \) of initial boolean values, one per process, \( E, F \), and message \( m_2 \) sent to a correct (non-Byzantine) process \( p_r \) and \( m_2 \) is received by \( p_r \). Black_Box acts as follows. The correct process \( p_r \), broadcasts...
the value \( w \) where:

\[
w = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if each correct } p_i \text{ has } V[i] = 0 \\
1 & \text{if each correct } p_i \text{ has } V[i] = 1 \\
\land_{m_1}(m_1 \rightarrow m_2)_{|E} = \land_{m_2}(m_1 \rightarrow m_2)_{|E} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Black Box is solvable if CO at \( p_r \) is solvable correctly because solving CO requires using the execution histories of potentially Byzantine processes as recorded by the algorithm in \( F \) besides identifying the Byzantine processes. In order for any algorithm to correctly solve CO, it must ensure that \( F \) matches \( E \). For this, the following must hold.

- A Byzantine process may attempt to insert a fake entry in \( F_x \) about sending a message from \( p_y \) to \( p_x \) and contaminate the reporting of histories in \( F \), leading to a liveness violation and \( M(F) \setminus M(E) \neq \emptyset \). Therefore, either contamination of \( F \) has to be prevented or malicious entries have to be filtered out from \( F \) in bounded time. But due to uncasting, a message from a potentially Byzantine \( p_x \) to \( p_y \) in \( F_x \), cannot be verified in bounded time by other processes while collecting the reported execution history as the message itself cannot be broadcast or communicated to any process other than \( p_y \) to keep it private. Therefore, identification of Byzantine processes, their actual execution histories, and causal chains from and through them is required.

- Let there be a message \( m \) sent by \( p_x \) in \( E_x \). During the collection of \( E_x \) for reporting \( F_x \), Byzantine processes may delete information about \( m \) from \( F_x \), leading to a strong safety violation and \( M(E) \setminus M(F) \neq \emptyset \). Therefore, either deletion of information from \( E \) in \( F \) has to be prevented, or such deletions from \( E \) when presented with \( F \) have to be recognized in bounded time. This requires identification of the Byzantine processes, their actual execution histories, and causal chains from and through them.

If there were an algorithm to make \( F \) match \( E \), it requires identifying whether each of the processes that input their execution histories is correct or Byzantine, and tracing and dealing with the information from the Byzantine processes in those Byzantine sources on the execution histories of processes at other processes. Thus, Black Box \( \preceq CO \).

When Consensus(\( \Gamma \)) is to be solved, it invokes the black box for Black Box(\( \Gamma, E, F, m_2 \)). Each correct process outputs as its consensus value the value that it receives from \( p_r \) and terminates. Agreement, Validity, and Termination clauses of Consensus can be seen to be satisfied. So Consensus \( \preceq \) Black Box.

If CO is (correctly) solvable, it returns 1 for every \( m_1, m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \) \( |E = m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \) \( |F \), and implicitly for all \( m_2 \). We now have

\[
\text{Consensus} \preceq \text{Black Box} \preceq \text{CO}
\]

This implies that if the CO problem is solvable, then Consensus is also solvable. That contradicts the FLP impossibility result for a Byzantine process system, hence CO is not solvable.

Remark: Observe that under the crash-failure model, even though Consensus \( \preceq \) Black Box, we have that Black Box \( \npreceq \) CO. This latter relation \( \npreceq \) is because solving CO does not require identifying the crashed processes; their (correct) execution histories can be faithfully transmitted to other processes (transitively) via the execution messages sent in the execution history itself as it grows and be present at the other (correct) processes’ execution histories and in in-transit messages. As \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) must have been sent, the execution histories of their senders can transitively propagate to other non-crashed processes. In other words, the execution history of any prefix can be represented by that execution. Therefore, \( M(E) = M(F) \). Hence, it suffices to consider the execution histories \( E_i \) of non-crashed processes (that include \( p_r \)) to determine \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \) without having to identify the crashed processes.

We now consider the broadcast communication mode. The proof analyzing the CO problem uses Byzantine Reliable Broadcast (BRB) [21, 26] as a layer beneath the broadcast invocation. Without loss of generality, this proof considers the strongest form of broadcast that gives the highest resilience to Byzantine behavior, namely BRB (Definition 8).

Theorem 2: It is impossible to solve causal ordering (Definition 9) as specified by CO(\( E, F, m_2 \)) of broadcast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes for only liveness but not strong safety is guaranteed.

Proof: We outline the logic that CO (Definition 9) cannot be solved for Byzantine causal broadcast. For Byzantine causal broadcast, \( F \) cannot be made to match \( E \).

- A process sends a broadcast via BRB. By running the causal ordering layer above the Byzantine Reliable Broadcast (BRB) [21, 26] layer, liveness violation can be prevented by ensuring \( M(F) \setminus M(E) = \emptyset \). If a Byzantine process \( p_y \) attempts to insert a fake entry about broadcast of \( m \) by \( p_x \) in \( F_x \) (\( x = b \) or \( x \neq b \)) at a correct process \( p_y \), \( p_y \) can verify whether or not this insertion is valid based on the Agreement property of BRB, \( m \) must be delivered by the BRB layer at all correct processes including \( p_y \). Therefore, no message from a correct process to another correct process will wait indefinitely for causal delivery.

- However, a Byzantine process \( p_r \) can delete from \( F_x \) that it discloses to the rest of the system, information about a broadcast of \( m_1 \) by \( p_y \) that it has received, where \( p_y \) may be a correct process, despite running the causal ordering layer above the BRB layer. A message \( m_2 \) then broadcast, where \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \) and the message chain passes through a message broadcast by \( p_y \) after receiving \( m_1 \), can be delivered by a correct process \( p_y \), before \( m_1 \) is, if \( p_y \) is not to wait indefinitely. This is because \( p_r \) does not learn of \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \) and \( m_1 \) could be any message. Thus, \( M(E) \setminus M(F) \neq \emptyset \) and strong safety violations may occur.

Thus, to solve CO, it is necessary to identify Byzantine processes, their actual execution histories, and causal chains from and through them. Then Black Box \( \preceq CO \) and, as Consensus \( \preceq \) Black Box, hence Consensus \( \preceq CO \).

In a multicast, a message is sent to a subset of processes and different send events can send to different multicast groups. We have the following result.

Theorem 3: It is impossible to solve causal ordering (Definition 9) as specified by CO(\( E, F, m_2 \)) of multicast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more
Byzantine processes as neither liveness nor strong safety is guaranteed.

**Proof:** Unicast mode of communication is a special case of multicast mode of communication. As the problem is impossible to solve for unicasts (Theorem 1), it is impossible to solve for multicontacts. \(\square\)

### B. Weak Safety and Liveness without Cryptography

We now show a similar result to Theorem 1 with strong safety (Definition 9) defined in terms of the \(\rightarrow\) relation replaced by weak safety (Definition 10) defined in terms of the \(\rightarrow_B\) relation in the correctness criteria for causal ordering.

Similar to Definition 11, we rephrase the causal ordering problem (Definition 10) as \(CO_B(E, F, m_2)\) for a message \(m_2\) received by a correct process \(p_r\) is to devise an algorithm to collect the execution history \(E\) as \(F\) at \(p_r\) such that \(CO_B_Deliv(m_2) = 1\), where

\[
CO_B_Deliv(m_2) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \forall m_1, \ m_1 \rightarrow_B m_2 | E = m_1 \rightarrow m_2 | F \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Observe, \(m_1 \rightarrow_B m_2\) is equivalent to: \((m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \land \text{there is a causal path from send event of } m_1 \text{ to send event of } m_2 \text{ going through correct processes in the execution}). We define \(m_1 \rightarrow_B m_2 | F\) as \((m_1 \rightarrow m_2 | F \land \text{there is a causal path from send event of } m_1 \text{ to send event of } m_2 \text{ going through correct processes in the execution})\). (Likewise for \(m_1 \rightarrow_B m_2 | E\).) The algorithm to solve \(CO_B\) does not have to determine whether the path through correct processes exists.

**Theorem 4:** It is impossible to solve causal ordering (Definition 10) as specified by \(CO_B(E, F, m_2)\) of unicast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes as liveness cannot be guaranteed even though weak safety can be guaranteed.

**Proof:** Note that \(m_2\) is necessarily sent by a correct process when \(m_1 \rightarrow_B m_2\) holds. The proof of Theorem 1 carries identically, subject to the following changes. In the specification of \(Black_B\), the definition \(\bigwedge_{m_1} \left( m_1 \rightarrow_B m_2 | E = m_1 \rightarrow m_2 | F \right)\) instead of \(\bigwedge_{m_1} \left( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 | E = m_1 \rightarrow m_2 | F \right)\) is used.

That \(Consensus \preceq Black_B\) still holds is self-evident. \(Black_B \preceq CO_B\) still holds because solving \(CO_B\) correctly still requires using the execution histories of Byzantine processes as recorded by the algorithm in \(F\) besides identifying the Byzantine processes, similar to the proof for Theorem 1. In order for any algorithm to correctly solve \(CO_B\), it must ensure that \(F\) matches \(E\). For this, the following must hold.

- **Due to unicasting**, a message \(m\) from a potentially Byzantine \(p_1\) to \(p_2\) in \(E_x\), cannot be verified in bounded time by other processes while collecting the reported execution history as the message itself cannot be broadcast or communicated to any process other than \(p_1\) to keep it private. Thus, a fake entry may be inserted in \(E_x\) by a Byzantine process, even if there exists some causal path through correct processes from send event of \(m_1\) to send event of \(m_2\), leading to a liveness violation and \(M(F) \setminus M(E) \neq \emptyset\). (Note, liveness of \(m_2\) is not with respect to a \(m_1\) sent by a correct process but all \(m_1\).) Therefore, \(\forall m_1\) sent by a correct process, \(m_1\) has to be prevented or malicious entries have to be filtered out from \(F\) in bounded time. This requires identifying Byzantine processes, their actual execution histories, and causal chains from and through them.

- **Let there be a message** \(m_1\) sent by a correct process \(p_k\) in \(E_x\). During the collection of \(E_x\) for reporting \(F_x\), if there are no Byzantine processes along some causal path from send event of \(m_1\) at \(p_k\) to send event of \(m_2\) at \(p_k\), then \(m_2\) be a correct process, it is possible to ensure that no Byzantine processes can cause deletion of information about \(m_1\) from \(E_x\), thus \((M(E))_c \setminus M(F) = \emptyset\), where \((M(E))_c\) is the messages of \(M(E)\) sent by correct processes. Thus, weak safety violation of \(m_2\) (with respect to \(m_1\) sent by correct processes) can be prevented.

If there were an algorithm to make \(F\) match \(E\), it still requires identifying whether each of the processes that input their execution histories is correct or Byzantine, and tracing and dealing with/resolving the impact of contamination via message passing by the Byzantine processes from/through those Byzantine sources on the execution histories of processes at other processes. Hence \(Black_B \preceq CO_B\). The theorem follows. \(\square\)

**Theorem 5:** It is possible to solve causal ordering (Definition 10) as specified by \(CO_B(E, F, m_2)\) of broadcast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes as both liveness and weak safety can be guaranteed.

**Proof:** We outline the logic that \(CO_B\) (Definition 10) can be solved for Byzantine causal broadcast. For Byzantine causal broadcast, \(F\) can be made to match \(E\). A broadcast is sent via \(BRB\) as in the proof of Theorem 2.

- \(M(F) \setminus M(E) = \emptyset\), hence liveness violations cannot occur. Same reasoning as in first bullet in Theorem 2.
- If there is a broadcast and correct processes along \(m_1 \rightarrow_B m_2\), processes along that path can faithfully propagate information about the causal chain of messages through those correct processes to other processes. When \(m_2\) arrives at \(p_1\), it will wait for \(m_1\) which must arrive at \(p_1\) because of the Agreement property of the \(BRB\) layer over which the causal ordering layer is run. Thus \((M(E))_c \setminus M(F) = \emptyset\) and weak safety violations cannot occur. (This holds even if broadcaster of \(m_1\) is Byzantine.)

Thus to solve \(CO_B\) for broadcasts under Definition 10, it is not necessary to identify whether each process is Byzantine, hence \(Black_B \preceq CO_B\) and hence \(Consensus \preceq CO_B\). \(\square\)

**Theorem 6:** It is impossible to solve causal ordering (Definition 10) as specified by \(CO_B(E, F, m_2)\) of broadcast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes as liveness cannot be guaranteed even though weak safety is guaranteed.

**Proof:** Unicast mode of communication is a special case of broadcast mode of communication. As the problem is impossible to solve for unicasts (Theorem 4), it is impossible to solve for multicontacts. \(\square\)
C. Results for Cryptography

1) Strong Safety and Liveness Using Cryptography: In order for a correct process to be able to verify a message has indeed been sent, messages need to be sent via broadcast. But to maintain confidentiality, the message needs to be encrypted. When \( p_x \) has to multicast a message \( m \) to group \( G \), it creates the ciphertext \( C_m \) by encrypting \( m \) with the group key \( K_G \) and does a Byzantine Reliable Broadcast (BRB) of \((C_m, G)\) so that other processes can verify that the message was indeed sent. It is thus assumed that each multicast group shares a unique symmetric key for encryption and decryption of messages sent to that group. When a correct process \( p_x \) receives \((C_m, G)\) and \( p_x \in G \), and decrypts and delivers \( m \), it includes \((C_m, G)\) as control information on the next message \( m' \) to \( G' \) it sends (via BRB) to convey \( m \rightarrow m' \) to others. Other processes \( p_d \) can verify whether \( m \rightarrow m' \) as follows. When \( p_d \) receives \((C_m, G')\) with \((C_m, G_1), (C_m, G_2), \ldots (C_m, G_k)\) as control information, for each \( x, x' \in [1, k], p_d \) waits to receive \((C_{m'}, G_x)\) directly from the sender via BRB and “deliver” it before “delivering” \((C_{m'}, G')\), in order to verify \( C_m \) sent to \( G_x \). Here, “deliver” is in a logical sense; actual delivery happens after decryption only if \( p_d \in G_x \) and \( p_d \in G' \), respectively. It follows that \( m' \) will not be delivered unless the causally preceding \( m \) is also delivered (and transitively so for messages in the control information of \((C_{m'}, G_x)\)) and messages sent previously by the sender of \( m' \) have been delivered. Only when \((C_{m'}, G_x)\) \((\forall x)\) arrive directly and are delivered is \( m_x \rightarrow m' \) true. (At this stage the deliver events of \( m_1 \ldots m_k \) and the send event of \( m' \) can be added to \( F_x \) locally at \( p_d \).) With this protocol, if a Byzantine process inserts a fake entry \((C_{m'}, G_x)\) in the control information on \((C_{m'}, G')\), its message will never be delivered at other correct processes – this is a strong disincentive to insert fake information.

Theorem 7: It is impossible to solve causal ordering (Definition 9) as specified by \( CO(E, F, m_2) \) of unicast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes even with the use of cryptography as strong safety cannot be guaranteed even though liveness can be guaranteed.

Proof: We outline the logic that \( CO \) (Definition 9) cannot be solved for the multicast mode of communication by showing that \( F \) cannot be made to match \( E \).

- By running the causal ordering layer above the Byzantine Reliable Broadcast (BRB) \[21], [26] layer, liveness violation can be prevented by ensuring \( M(F) \setminus M(E) = \emptyset \). If a Byzantine process \( p \) attempts to insert a fake entry about sending of \((C_{m'}, G')\) by \( p_x \) to \( p_y \in G \) that \( p_x \) has decrypted and delivered, in \( F_x \) at a correct process \( p_y \) via control information on message \((C_{m'}, G')\), \( p_y \) can verify whether or not this insertion is valid as based on the Agreement property of BRB, \((C_m, G)\) must be delivered by the BRB layer at all correct processes including \( p_y \) and \( p_y \) must be a destination within \( G \). If the message from \( p_y \) to \( p_x \) does not pass this verification, that message is not considered delivered. If \( p_y \) was a correct process, \((C_m, G)\) is guaranteed to arrive at \( p_y \). Therefore, no message from a correct process to another correct process will wait indefinitely for causal delivery.

- However, a Byzantine process \( p_x \) can delete from \( F_x \) and it discloses to the rest of the system, information about a message \( m_1 \), i.e., \((C_{m_1}, G_{m_1})\), sent by \( p_k \) that it has received, decrypted and delivered, where \( p_k \) may be a correct process, despite running the causal ordering layer above the BRB layer. A message \( m_2 \) then multicast, where \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \) and the message chain passes through a message multicast by \( p_x \) subsequent to the local delivery of \( m_1 \), can be delivered by a correct process \( p_x \) before \( m_1 \) is, if \( p_x \) is not to wait indefinitely. Thus, \( M(E) \setminus M(F) \neq \emptyset \) and strong safety violations may occur.

Thus, to solve \( CO \), it is necessary to identify Byzantine processes, their actual execution histories, and causal chains from and through them. Then Black_Box \( \subseteq CO \) and, as Consensus \( \leq \) Black_Box, hence Consensus \( \leq CO \).

Theorem 8: It is impossible to solve causal ordering (Definition 9) as specified by \( CO(E, F, m_2) \) of unicast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes even with the use of cryptography as strong safety cannot be guaranteed even though liveness can be guaranteed.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 7 applies almost identically to unicasts with the observation that each multicast group is of size two – the sender and the receiver.

Theorem 9: It is impossible to solve causal ordering (Definition 9) as specified by \( CO(E, F, m_2) \) of broadcast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes even with the use of cryptography as strong safety cannot be guaranteed even though liveness can be guaranteed.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 2 which is for broadcast-based communication without allowing cryptography also applies with the following observations:

- Liveness can be guaranteed even without cryptography.
- Strong safety cannot be guaranteed because the proof applies even if cryptography is used, i.e., the supression of information of \( E \) in \( F \) as described in the second bullet of Theorem 7 can occur even with the use of cryptography.

2) Weak Safety and Liveness Using Cryptography

Theorem 10: It is possible to solve causal ordering (Definition 10) as specified by \( CO_B(E, F, m_2) \) of multicast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes with the use of cryptography as weak safety and liveness can be guaranteed.

Proof: Liveness can be guaranteed as shown in the proof of Theorem 7. Weak safety can be guaranteed as shown in the proof of Theorem 4 (for unicasts) – the guarantee of weak safety holds even for multicasts.

As unicasts and broadcasts are special cases of multicast, we have the following two results.

Corollary 1: It is possible to solve causal ordering (Definition 10) as specified by \( CO_B(E, F, m_2) \) of unicast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more Byzantine processes with the use of cryptography as weak safety and liveness can be guaranteed.

Corollary 2: It is possible to solve causal ordering (Definition 10) as specified by \( CO_B(E, F, m_2) \) of broadcast messages in an asynchronous message passing system with one or more
D. Analysis of Strong Safety Violation

Our results show that it is impossible to satisfy strong safety in a deterministic manner for unicasts, multicasts or broadcasts, whether without or even with the use of cryptography. This is because if \( m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \) and there is no causal path from the send event of \( m_1 \) to the send event of \( m_2 \) going through only correct processes, and where both messages are sent to the same correct process \( p_r \), then a Byzantine process \( p_b \) along any causal path from send of \( m_1 \) to send of \( m_2 \) first receives/delivers a message from its predecessor along the causal path and then sends a message to its successor along the causal path. Both events are local to the Byzantine process. \( p_b \) can choose to supress the receive event from what it discloses to the rest of the system, or swap the order of the receive event and the send event in what it discloses to the rest of the system. Both options have the effect of breaking the causality chain in what is disclosed to the rest of the system and projecting the system model. Under the assumption of a network guarantee of causal order of unicasts based on timeouts under a synchronous system with Byzantine faults. Here, we develop a solution for processes from making non-faulty processes wait indefinitely, even though in reality \( m_1 \not\rightarrow m_2 \) even though in reality. Thus the rest of the system can see \( m_1 \not\rightarrow m_2 \) and \( p_r \) is not obligated to deliver \( m_1 \) before \( m_2 \), leading to a possible strong causality violation. No deterministic protocol even using cryptography can exist to counter \( p_b \)'s action in an asynchronous system.

Examples of strong safety violations in real-world applications are as follows.

1) Social media posts: Correct processes may see post \( b \) by a Byzantine process, whose contents depend on post \( a \), before they see post \( a \).
2) Multiplayer gaming: A Byzantine process can cause strong safety violations to gain an advantage over correct processes in winning the game.

V. SENDER-INHIBITION ALGORITHM

As a result of Theorems 1 and 4, we know that it is impossible to maintain both (strong as well as weak) safety and liveness while trying to causally order messages in an asynchronous system with Byzantine faults. Here, we develop a solution for causal order of unicasts based on timeouts under a synchronous system model. Under the assumption of a network guarantee of an upper bound \( \delta \) on message latency, we prevent the Byzantine processes from making non-faulty processes wait indefinitely resulting in a liveness attack. This prevents a correct process from being unable to send messages because it is waiting for an acknowledgment from a Byzantine process. This solution can maintain both weak safety and liveness.

The solution is as follows. Each process maintains a FIFO queue, \( Q \) and pushes messages as they arrive into \( Q \). Whenever the application is ready to process a message, the algorithm pops a message from \( Q \) and delivers it to the application. After pushing message \( m \) into \( Q \), each process sends an acknowledgement message to the sending process. Whenever process \( p_i \) sends a message to process \( p_j \), it waits for an acknowledgement to arrive from \( p_j \) before sending another message. While waiting for \( p_j \)'s acknowledgement to arrive, \( p_i \) can continue to receive and deliver messages. If \( p_i \) does not receive \( p_j \)'s acknowledgement within time \( 2 \ast \delta \) (timeout period), it is certain that \( p_j \) is faulty and \( p_i \) can execute its next send event without violating strong causality violation. No deterministic protocol even using cryptography can exist to counter \( p_b \)'s action in an asynchronous system.

Algorithm 1: Sender-Inhibition Algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data: Each ( p_i ) maintains a FIFO queue ( Q ) and a lock ( lck )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 when application is ready to process a message:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \triangleright ) Deliver event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ( m = Q.pop() )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 if ( m \neq \phi ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 ( \downarrow ) deliver ( m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 when message ( m ) arrives from ( p_j ): Deliver event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 ( Q.push(m) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 send(ack, ( j )) to ( p_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 when message ( m ) is ready to be sent to ( p_j ): Send event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 lck.acquire() ( \triangleright ) Executes atomically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 send(( m, j )) to ( p_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 start timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 while (ack for ( m ) not arrived from ( p_j ) &amp; no timeout) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 ( \downarrow ) wait in a nonblocking manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 lck.release()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1 consists of three when blocks. The when blocks execute asynchronously with respect to each other. This means that either the algorithm switches between the blocks in a fair manner or executes instances of the blocks concurrently via multithreading. In case a block has not completed executing and the process switches to another block, its context is saved and reloaded the next time it is scheduled for execution. If multithreading is used, each instance of a when block spawns a unique thread. This maximizes the concurrency of the execution. Algorithm 1 ensures that while only one send event at a process can execute at a given point in time, multiple deliver and multiple receive events can occur concurrently with a single send event.

Theorem 11: Under a network guarantee of delivering messages within \( \delta \) time, Algorithm 1 ensures liveness while maintaining weak safety.

Proof: The send event in Algorithm 1 is implemented by the when block in Lines 8–14. A send event is initiated only after the previous send has released the lock, which happens when the sender \( p_i \) (a) has received an ack from the receiver \( p_j \), or (b) times out.

1) In case (a), the sender learns that \( p_j \) has queued its message \( m \) in the delivery queue, and the sender can safely send other messages. Any message \( m' \) such that \( m \rightarrow m' \) and \( m' \) is sent to \( p_j \) will necessarily be queued after \( m \) in \( p_j \)'s delivery queue. Due to FIFO withdrawal from the delivery queue, \( m \) is delivered after \( m' \) at \( p_j \) and safety is guaranteed. As \( p_i \) receives the ack before the timeout, progress occurs at \( p_i \). There is no blocking condition for \( m \) at \( p_j \) and hence progress occurs at \( p_j \).
2) In case (b) where a timeout occurs, the lock is released at $p_i$ and there is progress at $p_j$. It is left up to the application to decide how to proceed at $p_i$. This prevents a Byzantine process from executing a liveness attack by making a correct process wait indefinitely for the $ack$. It can be assumed that $p_j$ is a Byzantine process and so safety of delivery at $p_j$ does not matter under the $B_i^r$ relation. Therefore, Algorithm 1 ensures liveness while maintaining weak safety.

**Complexity:** In the Sender-Inhibition algorithm, the sender waits for at most $2 \ast \delta$ time for the $ack$ to arrive from the receiver before sending its next message. The timeout period is fixed at $2 \ast \delta$ because this is the maximum time an $ack$ can take to arrive from the point of sending the application message.

The algorithm is simple to understand and implement. However, send events at a process are blocking with respect to each other. The algorithm eliminates the $O(n^2)$ message space and time overhead of [2], [7], [8], [9], [10] and uses one control message of size $O(1)$ per application message sent.

An extension of the Sender-Inhibition algorithm to provide weak safety and liveness for multicasts is given in [5].

**VI. CHANNEL Sync Algorithm**

As a result of Theorems 1, 4 we know that it is impossible to maintain both (strong and weak) safety and liveness while trying to causally order unicast messages in an asynchronous system with Byzantine faults. In Section V, we presented an algorithm for weak safety and liveness in the synchronous system model. In this section, we present another solution satisfying weak safety and liveness based on timeouts in the synchronous system model. Under the assumption of a network guarantee of an upper bound $\delta$ on message latency, we prevent the Byzantine nodes from making non-faulty nodes wait indefinitely resulting in a liveness attack.

Algorithm 2 presents a solution that assumes that the underlying network guarantees that all messages are delivered within $\delta$ time. As long as this assumption holds, Algorithm 2 can guarantee both weak safety and liveness. Each process maintains FIFO queues for each other process where it stores incoming messages from the concerned process. Application messages are delivered immediately after getting popped from the queue. However, control messages are not processed immediately; the algorithm checks to make sure that it is safe to deliver the next message in the queue before completing processing. Whenever a process sends a message it informs every other process about the send event via a control message. Whenever a process delivers a message, it also informs every other process via a control message. Whenever process $p_i$ receives a control or application message from process $p_j$, it pushes it into $Q_j$. All control messages have timers associated with them to time them out in case of Byzantine behaviour of the sender and/or receiver. When $p_i$ pops a receive control message from any queue $Q_x$ it waits for either the corresponding send control message to reach the head of its queue (be dequeued), or the receive control message gets timed out in case the send control message does not arrive. This ensures that causality is not violated at $p_i$, while ensuring progress. We also need to ensure that in case of non-Byzantine behaviour on part of both the sender and receiver, both the send control message and receive control message do not time out before the other one arrives. In order to achieve this, the timer for receive control messages has to be set to at least $\delta$ as shown in Lemma 1 while the timer for send control messages can be varied (see discussion below). The timer for send control messages can be reduced (it can be set to 0 without compromising weak safety) to implement different behaviours in the system, but the timer for receive control message has to be at least $\delta$, and increasing it will only result in sub-optimal behaviour. Therefore, the timer for receive control messages should always be $\delta$.

**Lemma 1:** Under the assumption of a network guarantee of delivering messages within a finite time period $\delta$, no receive control message with a timer greater than or equal to $\delta$ can get processed before the matching send control message at any process when both the sender and receiver processes are correct, during the execution of Algorithm 2.

**Proof:** Without any loss of generality, we take $\delta_r = \delta$ and $\delta_s = 0$. Here $\delta_r$ and $\delta_s$ are timer wait times for receive control and send control messages, respectively. Whenever, a send control message arrives in Algorithm 2, it stops the timer of the matching receive control message (if already present) to make sure that the receive control message waits for the send control message to get processed. If the send control message gets popped from the queue and the receive control message has not arrived, it simply gets processed. Now whenever the receive control message arrives, it waits for the timeout period and gets timed out without impacting weak safety because the send control message has already been processed.

In order to ensure that a receive control message waits for a send control message to get processed, we need to ensure that the send control message arrives before the receive control message times out. The maximum amount of time the send control message can take to arrive at any process $p_i$ is $\delta$ and the minimum amount of time the matching receive control message can take to arrive at $p_i$ is 0. This means that in the worst-case scenario, the send control message will arrive in time $\delta$ after the arrival of the receive control message. Therefore, since the send control message arrives before the receive control message times out, the receive control message will have to wait for the matching send control message to get processed. (Note: the sender and receiver are non-Byzantine. If either of them is Byzantine, the receive control message, if present, may still time out at correct process $p_i$ but, as we will show in Corollary 3 and Theorem 13, correctness of causal ordering is not impacted under $B_i^r$.)

From Lemma 1, the timer for send control messages can be set as low as 0 without impacting weak safety. The timer for send control messages can be tweaked based on the desired system performance. For instance, setting $\delta_s = 0$ would result in reduced latency for all send control messages at the expense of some receive control messages waiting out their entire waiting period of $\delta$ in the queue. If $\delta_s > 0$ a send control message waits after being popped until timeout. If in this interval any receive control message arrives, the receive control message gets deleted.
Algorithm 2: Channel Sync Algorithm.

Data: Each \( p_i \) maintains a FIFO queue \( Q_j \) for every process \( p_j \)

\[
\begin{align*}
  &\text{when the application is ready to send message } m \text{ to } p_j: \\
  &\quad \text{send}(m, j, \text{app}) \text{ to } p_j \\
  &\quad \text{for all } x \neq i, j \text{ do } \\
  &\quad \quad \text{send}(i, j, \text{sent}, x, \text{control}) \text{ to } p_x
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
  &\text{when } (m, i, \text{type}) \text{ arrives from } p_j: \\
  &\quad Q_j.\text{push}((m, i, \text{type})) \\
  &\quad \text{if } \text{type} = \text{control} \text{ then } \\
  &\quad \quad \text{start timer for message } m \\
  &\quad \quad \text{if } m[2] = \text{sent} \text{ then } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \text{if matching receive control message is in } Q_m[i] \text{ or popped then } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{stop timers of send control message and matching receive control message} \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \text{if } m[2] = \text{delivered} \text{ then } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{if matching send control message is in } Q_m[i] \text{ or popped then } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{stop timers of receive control message and matching send control message} \\
  &\quad \quad \text{if type = control \& \& m[2] = delivered then } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \text{while timeout period not exceeded \& \& timer not stopped do } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{wait in a non-blocking manner} \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \text{if timer stopped then } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{while matching send control message not reached head of } Q_m[i] \text{ do } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{wait in a non-blocking manner} \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \text{else if type = control \& \& m[2] = sent then } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{while timeout period not exceeded \& \& timer not stopped do } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{wait in a non-blocking manner} \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{if timer stopped then } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{delete the matching receive control message } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{(popped in } Q_m[i] \text{ if present}) \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \text{else if } \text{type} = \text{app} \text{ then } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{deliver } m \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \text{for all } x \neq i, j \text{ do } \\
  &\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{send}(i, j, \text{delivered}, x, \text{control}) \text{ to } p_x
\end{align*}
\]

(Lines 11 and 14) and testing if it was stopped (Lines 24 and 26) can be replaced by setting and testing a boolean \text{flag\_timer\_stopped}.

A send event and a receive event are referred to as \( s \) and \( r \), respectively. The control messages we use for send and receive events are denoted \text{cms} and \text{cmr}, respectively.

**Theorem 12:** Under the assumption of a network guarantee of delivering messages within a finite time period \( \delta \), queued messages in Algorithm 2 will be dequeued in at most \( \delta_t + \max(\delta_r, \delta_s) \) time.

**Proof:** As a simplifying assumption, the time taken to pop a message from a queue is considered to be 0. The time each message spends in the queue is only because of latency induced by control messages.

1. There may be no control messages in front of \( m \) in \( Q_{i0} \). Since the latency induced by application messages that may be in front of \( m \) is 0, \( m \) will be popped and delivered immediately. The waiting time in the queue for \( m \) is 0.

2. There may be one or more send control messages before \( m \) in \( Q_{i0} \). Each of the control messages will take at most \( \delta_s \) time to get processed. Since the timers for all of those control messages are ticking concurrently, \( m \) will have to wait for at most \( \delta_s \) time.

3. There may be one receive control message \( \text{cmr}_{i0} \) in front of \( m \) in \( Q_{i0} \). \( \text{cmr}_{i0} \) is for application message \( m_1 \) sent from \( i_1 \) (before time 0) to \( i_0 \) (received before time 0). Note, if there are multiple receive control messages ahead, the analysis can be independently made for each of them.
   a) \( \text{cms}_{i1} \) does not arrive in \( \delta_r \). \( \text{cmr}_{i0} \) times out at \( \delta_r \). So total delay is \( \delta_r \).
   b) Otherwise \( \text{cms}_{i1} \) is inserted in \( Q_{i1} \) in time \( \delta_r \) from time 0.
      i) It may be blocked by \( \text{cms}_{i1} \). This time out in \( \delta_s \). Total delay is therefore \( \delta_r + \delta_s \).
      ii) It may be blocked by \( \text{cmr}_{i1} \) for application message \( m_2 \) from \( i_2 \) sent before time 0 to \( i_1 \) received before time 0, ahead in \( Q_{i1} \). Therefore \( \text{cmr}_{i1} \) arrived within time \( \delta_r \) from time 0. It waits for \( \text{cms}_{i2} \).

4. Reasoning for the delay introduced by wait for \( \text{cms}_{i2} \), corresponding to application message \( m_2 \), in \( Q_{i2} \) is as follows.
   a) \( \text{cms}_{i2} \) does not arrive in \( \delta_r \). \( \text{cmr}_{i2} \) times out in \( \delta_r \) after its arrival which was latest at \( \delta_r \) from time 0. Total delay is therefore \( \delta_r + \delta_s \).
   b) Otherwise \( \text{cmr}_{i2} \) arrived within \( \delta_r \) from time 0 because \( m_2 \) was sent before time 0 due to transitive chain \( m_2 \rightarrow m_1 \) and \( m_1 \) was received before time 0. Therefore \( \text{cms}_{i2} \) is inserted in \( Q_{i2} \) in \( \delta_r \) from time 0.
      i) It may be blocked by \( \text{cms}_{i2} \). This time out in \( \delta_s \). Total delay is therefore \( \delta_r + \delta_s \).
      ii) It may be blocked by \( \text{cmr}_{i2} \) for application message \( m_3 \) from \( i_3 \) sent before time 0 to \( i_2 \) received before time 0, ahead in \( Q_{i2} \). Therefore \( \text{cmr}_{i2} \) arrived within time \( \delta_r \) from time 0. It waits for \( \text{cms}_{i3} \).
5) The reasoning for the delay introduced by wait for $c_{m,s,i}$ in $Q_{i,s}$ is identical to the reasoning for the wait introduced by $c_{m,s,i}$ in the previous item. In particular, $c_{m,s,i}$ was inserted in $Q_{i,s}$ within $\delta_s$ from time 0.

We generalize the above analysis as follows. Define $\rightarrow$ as the “waits for” or “succeeds in time” relation on control messages in the queues at $p_j$. Then, there exists a chain of control messages
\[ c_{m_1,i_1} \prec c_{m_2,i_2} \prec \cdots \prec c_{m_k,i_k} \]
each of which must have arrived in the corresponding $Q_{i_k}$ within $\delta_i$ from time 0 (see $(\ast)$ below). This chain corresponds to the following chain of application messages:
\[ m_k \rightarrow m_{k-1} \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow m_2 \rightarrow m_1 \]

We prove that “$(\ast)$ $c_{m_{x+1},i_{x+1}}$ is inserted in $Q_{i_{x+1}}$ within time $\delta_{x+1}$ from time 0, $c_{m_{x+1}}$ was inserted in $Q_{i_x}$ within time $\delta_x$ from time 0.” We use induction. The base case, being for $x = 2$, was shown above. Assume the induction hypothesis is true for $x, x \geq 2$. We show the result $(\ast)$ for $x + 1$. As $c_{m_i,i_{x+1}}$ arrives in $Q_{i_{x+1}}$ before $c_{m_{x+1}}$, from the induction hypothesis for $x$, $c_{m_i,i_x}$ is inserted in $Q_{i_x}$ within $\delta_x$ from time 0. It waits for $c_{m_{x+1},i_{x+1}}$, combines with $c_{m_{x+1},i_{x+1}}$ arrived within $\delta_{x+1}$ from time 0, because $m_{x+1}$ was sent before time 0 due to transitive chain $m_{x+1} \rightarrow m_x \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow m_1$ and $m_1$ was received before time 0 (because $c_{m_{x+1}}$ was received in $Q_{i_0}$ before time 0). Therefore $c_{m_{x+1},i_{x+1}}$ is inserted in $Q_{i_{x+1}}$ within $\delta_{x+1}$ from time 0. (end of proof of $(\ast)$)

We also claim $k$ is finite and bounded because the corresponding control messages existed in the queues at $p_j$ at time 0 or later and were therefore added to the queues at the earliest at $-\max(\delta_i, \delta_s)$; this implies the corresponding application messages were therefore sent after $-\delta - \max(\delta_i, \delta_s)$.

The chain of control messages terminates at $c_{m_{i_k},i_k}$, for $k > 0$. The queues contribute delays as analyzed by the following cases.

1) There is no receive control message ahead of $c_{m_{i_k},i_k}$ in $Q_{i_k}$. Total delay this queue contributes is $\delta_i + \delta_s$.

2) Total overall delay contributed by queues $Q_{i_k}, i = 1, k - 1$ combined is considered next. Send control messages ahead of and including $c_{m_{i_k}}$ on timing out contribute up to $\delta_i$ combined delay. Receive control messages ahead of and including $c_{m_{i_k}}$ on timing out contribute up to $\delta_s$ combined delay. The combined contribution of such send and receive control messages is up to $\max(\delta_i, \delta_s)$. Plus the up to $\delta_i$ delay contributed by $c_{m_{i_k}}$ to get enqueued in $Q_{i_k}$ as seen above in $(\ast)$ gives a combined delay bound of $\delta_i + \max(\delta_i, \delta_s)$. This is also the combined delay contributed by queues $Q_{i_k}$ through $Q_{i_{k-1}}$.

3) Send (or receive) control messages ahead of $m$ in $Q_{i_k}$ contribute a delay of $\max(\delta_i, \delta_s)$.

Total overall delay contributed by all queues $Q_{i_k}$ to $Q_{i_0}$ is thus
\[ \max(\delta_i, \delta_s, \delta_i + \max(\delta_i, \delta_s), \max(\delta_i, \delta_s)) = \delta_i + \max(\delta_i, \delta_s) \]

If $k = 0$, there is no receive control message ahead of $m$ in $Q_{i_0}$, and as shown at the start of the proof, total delay is bounded by $\delta_s$.

Combining $k = 0$ and $k > 0$ cases, the total overall delay of $m$ is bounded by $\max(\delta_i, \delta_r + \max(\delta_r, \delta_s)) = \delta_r + \max(\delta_r, \delta_s)$.

Since the amount of time each message spends in the message queue is bounded by a finite quantity, every application message will eventually be delivered. Therefore liveness is maintained by Algorithm 2.

Corollary 3: Algorithm 2 guarantees liveness.

Theorem 13: Under the assumption of a network guarantee of delivering messages within a finite time period $\delta$. Algorithm 2 can guarantee weak safety by setting timers for control messages as a function of $\delta$.

Proof: In order to ensure weak safety, prior to delivering any message $m'$ at process $p_j$, we need to ensure that if $\exists m \in BCP(m')$ such that $m$ is sent to $p_j$, then $m$ is delivered before $m'$ at $p_j$.

Algorithm 2 ensures weak safety at any process as follows:

- **Program Order:** Since we assume FIFO channels, messages from $p_i$ to $p_j$ get enqueued in $Q_i$ in program order and get delivered in program order.

- **Transitive Order:** Let $m$ be sent by $p_i$ to $p_j$ at send event $s_{i_j}^*$. Consider a causal chain of $b$ messages starting at $s_{i_0}^*$ from $i = i_0$ and ending at $j = i_b$ through correct processes and having these events:
  \[ (s_{i_0}^* = s_{i_0} \rightarrow r_{i_1} \rightarrow s_{i_1} \rightarrow r_{i_2} \rightarrow \ldots r_{i_{b-1}} \rightarrow s_{i_{b-1}} \rightarrow r_{i_b}) \]

Let $s_{i_0}^* B_{s_{i_b}} s_{i_b}^*$ and $m' = (s_{i_{b-1}} \rightarrow r_{i_b})$ be the last message of the causal chain. This implies that $m \in BCP(m')$ by transitivity. The control messages for all the events in the causal chain above will reach $p_j$. We make the following observations at $p_j$.

1) In $Q_{i_0}$, $c_{m_{i_0}}$ (control message for $s_{i_0}$) waits for $m$ (sent at $s_{i_0}^*$) to get delivered.

2) From Lemma 1, in $Q_{i_0}$ $(1 \leq \alpha \leq (b - 1), c_{m_{i_0}}$ waits for $c_{m_{i_{b-1}},i_{b-1}}$ in $Q_{i_{b-1}}$ to be processed.

3) In $Q_{i_{b-1}}$, $(1 \leq \alpha \leq (b - 2))$, $c_{m_{i_{b-1}},i_{b-1}}$ waits for $c_{m_{i_{b-1}},i_{b-1}}$ to be processed.

4) In $Q_{i_{b-1}}$, $m'$ (sent at $s_{i_{b-1}}^*$) waits for $c_{m_{i_{b-1}},i_{b-1}}$ to be processed.

Hence, message $m'$ waits for message $m$ to get delivered.

Algorithm 2 therefore ensures weak safety: “that $\forall m \in BCP(m')$ sent to the same $p_j$, $m$ gets delivered before $m'$ at $p_j$,” under a network guarantee of delivering messages within a fixed time.

**Complexity for Unicasts:** The Channel Sync algorithm uses $2(n - 2)$ control messages of size $O(1)$ each per application message and does not inhibit concurrency (beyond what is necessary to enforce causal order). Any delay up to the maximum in Theorem 12 is essential for causal order in the face of Byzantine processes. The algorithm has a very high degree of concurrency but each process has to manage $n$ queues and a timer per control message.

Note that in contrast to the Channel Sync algorithm, the algorithm in [3] for causal ordering of broadcasts under weak safety requires $O(n)$ broadcasts (control message broadcasts) of...
size $O(n)$ each per application message broadcast. It also has an added latency equivalent to $3\delta$ due to the underlying Bracha’s BRB protocol [21].

An extension of the Channel Sync algorithm to provide weak safety and liveness for multicasts is given in [6].

VII. DISCUSSION

A main contribution in the result proofs was to show a reduction from the Consensus problem to the CO problem, thus establishing the impossibility of solving CO in an asynchronous system with a Byzantine process. We now show that CO does not reduce to Consensus, i.e., CO cannot be solved even if Consensus were solvable and hence CO is harder than Consensus.

Theorem 14: In an asynchronous message passing system with Byzantine processes, CO $\not\in$ Consensus.

Proof: To solve Consensus, assume an oracle that identifies each process as being Byzantine or crash-prone or as being correct. The oracle is accessible to each process. The correct processes thus know the identity of all other correct processes. They execute a simple broadcast of their initial value and wait for the corresponding broadcasts from all other correct processes. Thus knowing the initial values of all correct processes, a correct process simply runs a local algorithm to decide on the consensus value – agree on a default value if initial values include both 0s and 1s, otherwise agree on the single value that is the initial value of all correct processes. It is straightforward to observe that Agreement, Validity, and Termination of the Consensus problem are satisfied.

However, knowing the identities of the Byzantine/faulty/ crashed processes does not help to solve CO. To see this consider the following scenario. $p_i$ and $p_j$ send $m_1$ and $m_2$ to $p_d$ and send($m_1$) $\rightarrow$ send($m_2$). The causal path from send($m_1$) to send($m_2$) goes through a Byzantine process $p_b$ which received $m_1$ and then sent $m_b$ along this causal path. If $p_b$ chooses not to disclose to the system that receive($m_1$) $\rightarrow$ send($m_b$) then no other process will be able to detect send($m_1$) $\rightarrow$ send($m_2$) and thus CO can get violated at $p_d$. Observe that when $p_d$ receives $m_2$ before $m_1$, it has no way to distinguish between (a) $m_1 \rightarrow m_2$, (b) $m_1$ was never sent at all, and (c) $m_2 \rightarrow m_1$. If not to wait indefinitely and avoid a liveness violation in case (b), $p_d$ will deliver $m_2$, thus risking a safety violation if case (a) were true. To avoid a safety violation in case (a), $p_d$ will wait for $m_1$ to arrive and be delivered before delivering $m_2$, thus risking a liveness violation if case (b) were true and risking a safety violation if case (c) were true. This above reasoning is true for multicasts, unicasts, and broadcasts. Knowing that $p_b$ is Byzantine does not help in any way.

Thus to solve Consensus, it is sufficient to identify the Byzantine/faulty processes. But to solve CO, it is necessary to also identify execution histories at Byzantine processes and causal paths passing through or originating from the Byzantine processes.

To solve CO, it is not sufficient that the non-faulty processes construct a local ordered sequence of messages intended only for them by using Consensus. The non-faulty processes need to also determine whether the send events of any two such messages were causally ordered with respect to each other and that cannot be achieved by solving Consensus, as proved above. However, note that Consensus is a harder problem than CO in the crash failure setting.

Other problems that are impossible to solve in the presence of one faulty process are related to the impossibility of solving Consensus in a similar setting in [27] [28].

Deterministic, cryptography-free Byzantine causal broadcast under weak safety + liveness is solvable in an asynchronous system [3], [4] as per Theorem 5. Deterministic cryptography-free Byzantine causal unicast or multicast under weak safety + liveness are not (Theorems 4 and 6). One cannot use a Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) causal broadcast protocol to implement point-to-point or multicast abstraction by adding recipient-ID and filtering on arrival only those messages intended for the local node because the filtering mechanism at the local node can be voided/compromised if the local node is Byzantine. Recall from Definitions 6 and 7 that the No Information Leakage property has to be satisfied. Here the BFT causal broadcast execution which is at a lower layer on top of which the application runs can be peeped into by the local Byzantine node and it can read a message not intended for it. A $p_i$ to $p_j$ unicast must be kept private to the two. This is possible in a deterministic manner with the use of cryptographic primitives for weak safety + liveness (Cor. 1, Th. 10), and is impossible in a deterministic manner for strong safety + liveness even with using cryptographic primitives (Theorems 8, 7).

We rule out full-information protocols (FIP) [29] for providing weak safety and liveness, where the entire transitively collected message history is used as control information because a FIP obviates the need for causal ordering. The proof structure for the solvability results is similar to that for the analysis of detection of the causality relation between events [30].

Synchronization mechanism in the algorithms: In view of the impossibility results, the algorithms we presented are in a synchronous system model. Here, processes are not required to execute in lock-step rounds. In a step of lock-step execution, a process first sends messages and then receives messages sent by others in that very step. After receiving a message in a step, it has to wait for the start of the next step to send messages. (Lock-step execution can be provided by synchronizers [31] in an asynchronous system, and is useful when the application program is synchronous, i.e., written assuming lock-step execution. It is not possible to design synchronizers under Byzantine failures.) Our algorithms are designed for asynchronous applications that do not necessarily use lock-step in their code (see list of applications listed in Section I, e.g., social networking). If lock-step were emulated or simulated in a synchronous system, an additional delay of at least the time needed to emulate a step, which would be at least $\delta$, would be incurred besides the message latency and wait time for a send event before the start of the next step, in addition to the other costs of emulation. In the Channel Sync algorithm, $2\delta$ is an upper bound on the delay when there is Byzantine behavior whereas the total delay can be as low as 0.
To ensure Byzantine-tolerant causal order, the Channel Sync algorithm synchronizes on a per message basis $(2(n - 2)$ control messages of size $O(1)$ each) and all concurrent messages are synchronized independently but concurrently. This minimizes the delay experienced by a message from the time of sending to the time of Byzantine-tolerant causal delivery, while factoring out the effects of Byzantine processes and allowing the application program to be asynchronous (in the synchronous system) without the restricting paradigm of rounds.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzed the solvability of Byzantine-tolerant causal order under strong and weak safety and under liveness in a deterministic manner in asynchronous systems for unicasts, broadcasts, and multicasts, without and with cryptography. The results are summarized in Table I. In particular, the results showed that it is impossible to implement Byzantine-tolerant causal order – strong safety or weak safety, and liveness – of unicasts and multicasts in a deterministic manner without using cryptography in an asynchronous system. In view of these negative results, the paper proposed the Sender-Inhibition algorithm and the Channel Sync algorithm for providing weak safety and liveness of Byzantine-tolerant causal order in asynchronous systems where there is a network guarantee of an upper bound on message latency. The Sender-Inhibition algorithm uses one control message per application message whereas the Channel Sync algorithm uses $2(n - 2)$ control messages per application message. In both algorithms, the control message size is $O(1)$. The Sender-Inhibition algorithm is easy to understand and implement, but has reduced concurrency in the sense that a process cannot have multiple sends outstanding. The Channel Sync algorithm has a non-trivial cost of implementation but provides a very high degree of concurrency. These algorithms can be extended to implement causal multicast, as shown in [5] and [6], respectively.

Table III summarizes the solvability of causal ordering using a deterministic algorithm in synchronous systems and includes some recent results.

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of communication</th>
<th>SS + L with cryptography</th>
<th>WS + L</th>
<th>WS + L with cryptography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unicasts</td>
<td>No, [32]</td>
<td>Yes, [33]</td>
<td>Yes, Algorithms 1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS, L</td>
<td>SS, L</td>
<td>W/S, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasts</td>
<td>No, [32]</td>
<td>Yes, [16], [32]</td>
<td>Yes, asynchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS, L</td>
<td>SS, L</td>
<td>W/S, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicasts</td>
<td>No, [32]</td>
<td>Yes, [32], [33]</td>
<td>Yes, [3], [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS, L</td>
<td>SS, L</td>
<td>W/S, L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SS = strong safety, WS = weak safety, L = liveness, SS, WS, L represent that strong safety, weak safety, liveness, respectively, cannot be guaranteed.
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